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ON HARISH-CHANDRA'S ^-FUNCTION FOR/>-ADIC GROUPS
BY

ALLAN J. SILBERGER1

Abstract. The Harish-Chandra ji-function is, up to known constant factors, the

Plancherel's measure associated to an induced series of representations. In this

paper we show that, when the series is induced from special representations lifted

to a parabolic subgroup, the fi-function is a quotient of translated ^-functions

associated to series induced from supercuspidal representations. It is now known,

in both the real and /»-adic cases, that the /x-function is always an Euler factor.

This paper continues the development of the theory of harmonic analysis on

reductive p-adic groups. In the first section we recall notation, terminology, and a

few facts from [1] and [4]. The second section states and proves our main result

(Theorem 1). In the proof of Theorem 1, Harish-Chandra's inequalities and theory

of the Schwartz-space for /?-adic groups ([4, §4.3], especially) play an essential role.

The proof proceeds via three lemmas which show, in essence, that one can compute

the c-functions (or intertwining operators) for induced from discrete series repre-

sentations by analytically continuing the corresponding functions for certain in-

duced from supercuspidal representations. These results are extensions and refine-

ments of results of Harish-Chandra [1], [2]. They are analogues of results proved by

Knapp and Stein [3] and Wallach [6] for real groups.

The major difference between the theory as developed in the references for real

groups and the present paper lies in the fact that supercuspidal representations, in

the /7-adic case, may be associated to the Levi factor of any parabolic subgroup

while, for real groups, one needs to study the analytic continuation of intertwining

operators only for principal series representations, i.e., representations induced

from a minimal parabolic subgroup. Since a Levi factor of a nonminimal parabolic

subgroup is not compact modulo its center, our paper depends on the theory of the

Schwartz space in a way not required for the corresponding discussion for real

groups. Otherwise our methods are quite similar to those of Knapp and Stein and

Wallach.

1. Preliminaries. Let S2 be a nonarchimedean local field of module q. Let G be

the group of all fi-points of a connected reductive algebraic group defined over fi.

Throughout the paper we shall employ the convention of referring to algebraic

groups defined over Q and to their corresponding groups of ñ-points by the same

capital letter, leaving it to the reader to interpret our meaning from the context.
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Fix a minimal /»-pair (F0, A0) (F0 = M0/V0) and an j40-good maximal compact

subgroup Â' [4, §0.6]. We use a subscript zero to denote various entities associated

to A0 (e.g., aj, a0, W(A0), etc.; see later) as opposed to the analogous entities for

the more general tori and /»-pairs considered below.

Let A be a standard torus of G and let M = MA denote its centralizer. We write

9(A) for the set of all /»-subgroups of G having A as a split component. Every

F e ?P(>1) has a Levi decomposition of the form F = MNP = A//V. For every

F G ^(^1) there is a unique/»-subgroup F G *éP(/l) such that F n F = A/. We call

F the opposite of F and write N = Np for its unipotent radical. Write SP for the

modular function of F G 9(A).

Let rf(>l) or W(G/A) denote the "Weyl group of A", i.e., the finite factor group

Normc(/i )/CentG(/l ).

Fix a smooth unitary double representation ( V, t) of K which satisfies associativ-

ity conditions [4, §1.12]. Let tm denote the restriction of t to KM = K n M. Given

F„ F2 G 9(A) (F, = MA/,, / = 1, 2), we write VftXfj for the subspace of V consist-

ing of all v G V which satisfy r(nx)vr(n2) = v for all «, G A/,n K (i = 1, 2). Then

VP\P is r^-stable; we write tp^Pi for the subrepresentation of rM on F, ^ . Write

C(M, tm) for the space of all functions /: M -» V which satisfy f(kxmk2) =

rM(kx)f(m)TM(k2) (m G M; kx, k2 G A^). Write C(M, ~rPi\P) for the subspace of

C(M, tm) consisting of all functions whose images lie in VP ,P .

We write £>C(M) for the set of all classes of irreducible admissible representa-

tions of M, & (M) for the subset consisting of all unitary classes. We write °Sc(Af)

for the set of all classes of irreducible supercuspidal representations of M; °S (A/)

denotes °SC(A/) n &(M). Write &2(M) for the set of all classes of discrete series

representations of M and Ssp(A/) = S2(Af) - °&(M).

Let X(A) and X(M) denote, respectively, the group of all rational characters of

A and the group of all rational characters of M which are defined over S2. The

group X(A) is a free abelian group of finite rank and we may regard X(M) as a

subgroup of finite index. Write a* = X(A) ® z R and a = Wom.(X(A), Z) ® z R,

a£ and ac for the respective complexifications. We regard X(A) and X(M) as

identified with their images in a* and a£. There is a natural pairing < , ):

ofXQc->C and a homomorphism H: M -»a such that logjxiw)! = <X> H(m)}

for all m 6 M and x G X(M). We also define HP: G -> a by setting HP(kmn) =

H(m) (k G K, m G M, n G N) for any F G 9(A). For any v G a¿ we define a

quasi-character x, of Af by setting x,(w) = 9 <"<H(m>> (w g ^/); if p e q*, then

X, is a unitary character. For any v G a£ we write »> = »>R + V^T »>/ (pk, v¡ G a*)

and set v = vR— V^T »>/.

For any F G "éP(^) we write pP for the element of a* such that q2<firMr<.p)> =

5P(/»)forall/» G F.

To any F G ^(/l) there corresponds the set 2(F, /I) of positive /1-roots; the set

2(P, A) equals the set of images in a* of the non tri vial rational characters of A

which occur in the adjoint representation of A acting on the Lie algebra of P. We

fix a W/(/l0)-invariant inner product on aj and use it to identify q0 and aj, thus a

and a*, too. Regard E(F, A) as a subset of a. Let +a* denote the open chamber in
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a* consisting of all v G a* such that <i>, a> > 0 for all a G 2(F, ^). Let ^(F) be

the set of all v G a£ such that p = »>R + V^T j»7 with vR G a* and v, G +a*.

Normalize the Haar measure on N such that ff/nK dñ = 1. Set

y(G/F)= fq-2<^H^>dñ.

It is known that y(G/F) does not depend on the choice of F G 9(A) [4, Corollary

5.4.3.4], so we write y(G/M) = y(G/P). If the Haar measure dk on K is normal-

ized (so that 1 = }K dk), then dk and y~\G/M)q-2<Pl"H''i'i)>dñ determine equal

measures on the homogeneous space G/ P.

We recall that both a£ and W(A) act on SC(A/). For any a G w G Sc(Af) and

r£ûj set a„(m) = a(w)xr(w) (m G M). Call to, the class of ar. The groups a£ and

a* stabilize °&C(M) and S2(A/), respectively. For any a G u G SC(M) and any

representative >> = _y(.y) G G of í G W(A) set a^ray-1) = a(w) (m G Ai). The

class us oi ay depends only upon 5.

For any F G 9(A) (P = A/A/) and a G u G SC(M) we write I(P, a) for the

admissible induced representation lndP(dP/2o), where a G w is regarded as a

representation of F which is trivial on N. We write I(P, to) for the class of I(P, a).

Let a G to G &C(M) and let a act in a vector space U. Let o~ denote the

(admissible) contragredient of o, acting in the space U~, of smooth linear function-

al on U. A function of the form f(m) = <w~, a(/w)w) (u G U, u~ G U~;

m G A/) is called a matrix coefficient of o or to. We write $(10) for the vector space

spanned by all the matrix coefficients of to. We also write

&(<*, rM) = (S(w) ®V)n C(M, rM),     S(«, T,^) = 6B(<o, r*) n (<2(«) ® VPjP)

for any F„ F2 G 9(^). For any F G ÍP(^), set L(w, F) = #(to, t^,,) and £(w, F)

=  <2(<0, Tp|p).

Let F G ^(/i) and \p G L(w, F). We extend \p to a function on G by setting

\p(kmn) = T(k)ip(m) (k G K, m G M, n E N) and define the Eisenstein integral

E(P:xP:v:x) = f ^(x*)t(*-')9<VIÏ '-r-Hr(*k»dk       (x G G, y G aj).
•'AT

In this expression ¿//c denotes a normalized Haar measure on K. The Eisenstein

integral defines a surjective mapping of L(<o, F) on â(I(P, <o„), t); the mapping is

bijective if and only if I(P, to„) is irreducible.

From here on let a G to G &2(M). Then fi(co, tm) has the structure of a pre-

hilbert space, the norm being defined by the formula \\4>\\2 = /m/^IM»')!!2,, dm*,

where dm* denotes a Haar measure on M/A.

For every F,, F2 G 9(A) and 5 G W(A) there is a meromorphic function of

v G a£,

cP^(s:o>:v): L(u, F.)-» £(<o*, F2)

defined such that for almost all v G a*, the weak constant term is defined and

satisfies the relation

wEp^Pv^-v-m) =     2      cP2¡P¡(s:u:v)xl/(m)xsXm)       (m e M)-
s e W(A )
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We also have the adjoint mappings cP\P(s:u:v)*: £(«*, Fj)—» L(u, Px), defined

relative to the pre-hilbert structure induced on these spaces as subspaces of

£8(<o, rM). We may regard cP^P(s:u:v)* as a meromorphic function of v G a**. The

functions cP ¡P (s:u:i>) and cP |P (s:w:¡>)* are bijective for almost all v G a*~.

There is a scalar-valued meromorphic function fi(u:v) = ¡iG(u:v) on a*~ with the

following properties.

(1) ju is holomorphic on a* and assumes nonnegative real values there.

(2) fi(u:i>)cP^P(s:u:v)* is the inverse of cP\P(s:u:v) for all v G a£ where each is

defined (cf. [1, Theorem 20] and [4, Theorem 5.3.5.2]).

(3) Up to known constant factors fi(u:v) is the Plancherel's measure for the

induced series {/(F, to,) (v G a*)} (cf. [1, Theorem 34] and [4, Theorem 5.5.2.1]).

The function p(u:i>) has an analogue for real groups. This analogue has been

shown to be expressible as a product of T-factors (cf. [2] and [6]). In our paper [5],

we have shown that, for w G °S(M), (i(ic:v) is, after a change of variables, a

product of rational functions. In the theorem of the next section we shall show that,

if to G Ssp(M), then (i(u:v) may be represented as a quotient of /u-functions

associated to supercuspidal classes. It follows that ii((¿:v) may always, through a

natural change of variables, be transformed into a rational function. In this sense,

the /x-functions, both for real and /»-adic groups, are "Euler factors"-like the Euler

factors corresponding to the Dirichlet series of number theory and the theory of

automorphic forms. Our discussion below also implies that the c-functions are in

essentially the same sense Eulerian, too.

2. The theorem. Let (P',A') (P' = M'A/') be a standard /»-pair of G. Let

a' G to' G Ssp(M'). Let (F, A) (P = MA/) be a standard /»-pair of G such that

F c F' and A' c A. Write (*F, A) (*P = M*N) for the standard /»-pair (F n

M', A) (*N = N n M') of M'. Let a G to G °S(M) and assume (as we may,

without loss of generality, according to results of Jacquet and Harish-Chandra [4,

Corollary 2.4.2 and Theorem 4.4.4]) that u occurs as a quotient class of

I(*P, tovTf „„) with v0 = 2 caa E a* (summed over a G S(*F, A); ca > 0). In this

case for any v' G a'c*, l(P', <o¿.) occurs as a quotient class of I(P', I(*P, wvrf, +„-))

= /(F,<ovCT„0+,.).

The result we wish to establish is

Theorem 1. With the above notations, define the meromorphic function

¡i(u:v) =-^-—:-'-        (v G a£).

Mu:V-' "o +y)

Then ixG(ic':v') = ¡i(w:v') (v' G a'c*).

The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.

We introduce a slight variant of the set-up of [4, Theorem 5.3.5.4] (also see [1,

§13]). First, fix a set of representatives S c M for K \ G/N. Define the locally

constant function ¡u,: G -» S and the continuous functions k: G -* K and tj: G -* N

such that x = K(x)¡i(x)-q(x) for all x G G. Assume that k(x) G K n M' = *K and
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7i(x) G *N for all x G M'. Write tj(x) = *tj(.x)t)'(;c) with *ij(x) G *N and t/'(jc) G

A/', also /x'(.x) = ju(x)*T)(x), i.e., x = k(x)¡i'(x)v'(x) = K(x)fL(x)*v(x)rl'(x)-

Let Q G öp(^) be such that Q c P' and £? n M' =*F. For any ? G 9C(Q)

and any t// G â(ù), tm) set

JrtvMm) = y(G/M')-' f_T(ic(#r)Mii(ir)in)?<VZ''-','-,,'(Ä'>> </«',

.^(c)^(m) = y(M'/M)~l f _xp(mn(*ñ)'t)r(K(*ñ)-i)q<-VZÍ>->""H'-<'ii)> d*ñ,
J.N

and

jQ\p(v)i>{m) = Jp-(v)*pJ("H(m)

= .PJ(v)JP,(p)^(m)       (m G M).

The above integrals are absolutely and compact uniformly convergent (at least) on

9C(Q). By [4, Theorem 5.3.5.4]

Jq\f("H = cq\pO :»:»)+       (* e U«", P)),

= cQiP(l : w : H)y        (4> G t(o>, Q));

.PJ(v)t = cP].P(\ :«:*)*       (* G L(oi, */»)),

= c.Pl.P(l : to : »)**       (4, G £(co, *F)).

Since the c-functions and their adjoints are meromorphic functions on a*-, it

follows that Jq,p and ,PJ, regarded as operators with the respective domains

F(to, F) or d(u, Q), L(o>, *P) or t(u, *P), have meromorphic extensions to ct£.

Similarly, for suitably chosen ip, the functions JP(v)\¡i are also meromorphic on a£.

Each of these operators has an adjoint with respect to the given pre-hilbert

structure on &(u>, tm). (We always denote the adjoint of an operator F by F*.) We

shall also use, without explicitly defining them, the operators JP,, .pj, JQ\P, and

their adjoints, i.e., the analogous operators associated to the opposite parabolic

subgroups.

Lemma 2. Let \p G L(u, *P) and assume that

F(*F:^:V^T „„) = * G £(«', *»*■)•

(1)//<Í>G L(u',P'),then

cp.{P,(\:w':v')<b = E(*P: JP{V^\ p0 + v')^: V^T vQ).

(2)//<f» G t(d,P'),then

cP,]P,(l:o>':?)*<» = E(*P: JP{V^\ v0 + •>: V^T v0).

In both cases, the two sides of the equality and the operator JP,("\T-\ v0 + v') are

meromorphic functions of v' on a'c* whose only singularities lie in hyperplanes.

Proof.  We prove only (1),  as (2) goes similarly.  By [4, Theorem 5.3.5.4],

(analogue for u' G S2(M') of [1, Theorem 23])
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y(G/M')cP.{P,(\:u':v')<i,(m)xr. + vz\l>p{m)

" L(    T(K(n'))^(ft'(n')wÂ:)T(A:-1)<7<V::ï''-"""'(Äm)>

■ q<-*o-i>'i*H'p(.it'(.ii">mk)>dk dñ'

= (   (   ■r(K(ñ'))^(lx'(ñ')mk)T(k-x)q<v:rx''-,''>-''"H"(ii'mk)>dkdñ',
JN'J*K

m G M.

For all v' G ^(F') the iterated integral converges (again, [4, Theorem 5.3.5.4]).

First, let us see that iterating in the opposite order yields

y(G/M')E(*P: JP{V^\ v0 + v')^:V^l (v0 + pP) + v':m).

(We leave aside, for the moment, questions of convergence.) Setting

*ñ = K(*ñ)ti(*ñ)-n(*ñ)      (*ñ G*Â7= Â7nM')

and changing variables, we obtain

y(M'/M) f   [_ T(K(ñ'))4/(n'(ñ,)mk)T(k-l)q<VZl>'-',°-'"-H'(ii'mk»dñ'dk
J*KJN'

= f f r(«(y))*(li'(«0'»«*»i»-I(*«)H«('Ä)rIJ'NJ N'

. a<vCî >''-*o-p/>.«i'(Ä'm*Äu-'(«Ä))>-2<p,,.ff,(«n)><#j/ ¿*ñ

-if   TÍKÍ/fOítí-ÍM'ÍÁFO^./niLt-'C/i))^^*«))-1
J*NJîf'

. q<^i •>->'o-Pr'Hp(ñ"ñ1mli-'Cñ))>-2<.pr,Hr.Cñ)y(jñ,(j*n- /*^   _ m*»»!"1)

-(      [     TÍKÍ*/!,))^^»"))^^«")^*".)^-1^«))^^*«))-1
J*ffJN'

. „<VrT,'-^0-p„«,(Ä>CÄ,)mu-'CÄ))>-2<p„H,Cn)>^ ¿*¿j

(«"  = K-'Cñ,)«'^*«!))

= f _ r(K(*nx))y(G/M')JP{srÂ v0 + v')

. ^^ñ^m^ñ))^**))-*

<VTÏ ►'-r0-p„H,(uCn1)mu-,CÄ))>-2<p,,H,Cn)>^*n

= y(M'/M)y(G/M')£(*F:.V(V^Ï r0 + v')*:\TÂ (v0 + p,.) + v':m),

as claimed.

We claim that, to prove Lemma 2(1), it is enough to show that the double

integral exists for all v' in an open subset of a'c*. Since the singularities of JP(v), by

the product formula [4, §5.4.3], lie in hyperplanes in a*-, the existence of the double

integral on an open subset of a'c* implies that JP,(\TÂ v0 + v') is meromorphic as
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a function of v' on o^* with singularities lying in hyperplanes of o^*. Since the

Eisenstein integral obviously preserves meromorphicity, both sides of the integral

formula are meromorphic on a^* with hyperplane singularities. (The equality of the

two sides combined with the product formula for cP.\P,(\:w':v') also implies this.)

We shall check that the double integral exists for all v' G a^* such that v' =

v'R + V^T v\ (v'k, v'¡ G a'*) with <>; + v0, a) > 0 for all a G S(F, A) - 2(*F, A).

To see this, let SM be the Harish-Chandra Z-function [4, §4.2] associated to the

group M and the torus A0. Extend EM to a function on G by setting ZM(kmn) =

-a/(w) (k & K, m e M, n G N). Then [4, Corollary 4.3.10] implies that

/- H
q-iH-Kp»»rH?»S   (¡j>) dn->

converges absolutely for every e > 0. We shall change variables and observe that

the double integral can be, essentially, split into the product of two integrals, one of

which is obviously finite and the other of which is dominated by the above

integrand.

Since to is a discrete series class (being in °S(M)), \p G Q^(M, rM) (the Schwartz

space with respect to M/A). Therefore, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

\\T(K(ñ'))^( ii'(ñ')mk)T(k-})\\ ylq^1 "'--o-pi-.»,(*"»■*)>|

< C'Z.M(ñ'mk)q<-v''-'''>-<"-H^"'mk»,    for all W G Â7', m G M, and k G *K.

Changing variables as before, we have

y(M'/M)  ('_[   ZM(ñ'mk)q<->-*°-'»-H'-("'mk»dkdñ'
*Ñ'J*K

= f_í_^M(ñ'm*ñíi-\*ñ))
JN'J*N

. q<-"'i~-o-pp.Hr{ñ'm'íiij.-'('ii))y-2^i>r,Hp('ñ)}^*^ ¿-i

=   L  [_^M(ñ"ri(*ñx)m^(*ñ))

. q<--', - 'o- Pr-Hr(ñ"li('ñ,)mii-'Cñ))y-2(p.r,HP(.'ñ)>rf* fj rfpj"

(«" = •c(*«1)~,«*«c(*»,); *ñx = m*ñm-{)

= L f_^M(ñ"^ñx)mfí-i(*ñ))q<-^'>-^H^>

.     <-v0-Pp,HA'í¡l)>q<*o-Pr-Hr('*)>q<"'í-,'o-f>r."r('n>>d*ñ dñ".

By [4, Lemma 4.3.4], |<pPo, HP<¡(*ñx) - HPo(*ñ)}\ is bounded for all *ñ G *Â7;

similarly, \(p0, HP(*ñx) - HP(*ñ)}\. It follows from [4, Theorem 4.2.1] that ZM(ñ")

and EM(ñ"fi(*ñx)m^l(*ñ)) have the same order of magnitude, independent of

*» G *Â7. Furthermore, q-2<PrW*>> dominates ff-<^*M,*i)+iW,«»< Thus, since

f,í7q'2<p'"H'-i'ír»d*ñ and fR. ZM(ñ')q^i+tKp>-HAii')>dñ' converge, the double integral

converges, provided (v¡ + v0, a) > 0 for all a G 2(F, A) — 2,(*P,A). Indeed,

since HP(ñ') is a nonnegative (essentially integer) linear combination of elements of
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2(F,/Í) - ~Z(*P,A),  we see that <i»; + i>0, HP(ñ')} > e<p/>, HP(ñ')) for e > 0,

assuming the above condition on v'¡ 4- v0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2(1).

Lemma 3. For all v G a*, where these operators are defined JP(v)* = Jp(v) on

JP{v)L(i¿, P); furthermore

/%(« : "W(w : v)~xJP.(v)JP.(v)

is the identity operator on L(oi, P).

Proof. By [1, Theorem 20], for all v G a£ and 4> G L(u>, P)

«r- = %(" : ")cQ\p(1   '■ W : *)*cQ\p(l   : w : "^

= /tG(to : ^/^(l : u : v)*Jq¡p(\ : to : p)^

= MG(W : "V/-(i')*c./.|.7.(l : w : ?)*c/,|./,(l : to : v)JP,(v)^

= l"c(" : "W'(« : ")~I-M*)*-M»')'r'-

It follows from [4, Theorem 5.3.5.4] that

Jq\p(^)*9 = Jq\f(")9   for a11 V e £(w> Ö);

similarly

.PJ(v)*^ = .#¿(»«J<    for all ^ G t(w, *P).

Since, moreover,

JQ\r(y)w =.PJ(v)JP.(vH = Jp,(v).PJ(v)^ = /,.(?)•.,/(?)**

for all >// G £(to, Q), we see that 7^(»-)t// = JPiv)*4> for all «// G JP,(v)L(u, P) and

that

ftG(w : "W(w : ^''•M'O-M*')

is the identity on L(u, P) for all v G a**.

Lemma 4. /Z(to : v') = ju(to' : ?').

Proof. Let \p and <i> be as in Lemma 2. By [4, Theorem 5.3.5.2] (generalization to

to' of [1, Theorem 20])

<f> = jtt(to' : v')cP.iP,(l : to' : v')*cP,[P.(\ : u' : v')<b.

By Lemma 2,

<#> = E(*P : n(a' : v')Jp{V-\ p0 + p')jp.(V-î r0 + v')i> : V^T r0)

and, by Lemma 3,

<t> = E(*P : ß(ti> : v')JP{\TÄ vQ + v')jp{V-Í v0 + v')^ : V^T v0).

Since jLt(to' : v') is meromorphic on a'¿, the lemma and Theorem 1 follow.
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